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Abstract: Hydrologic classification is the method of scientifically arranging streams, rivers

or catchments into groups with the most similarity of flow regime features and use it to

recognize hydrologically homogenous areas. Previous homogeneous attempts were depended

on overabundance of hydrologic metrics that considers features of variability of flows that are

supposed to be meaningful in modelling physical progressions in the basins. This research

explains the techniques of hydrological homogeneity through comparing past and existing

methods; in addition, it provides a practical framework for hydrological homogeneity that

illustrates serious elements of the classification process.

Keywords: classification process, homogeneous, hydrologic classification, physical processes,

modeling

1 Introduction

Hydrologists have applied hydrological homogeneity in order to assign specific streams and

rivers into a larger spatial setting aimed at expanding transferability between rivers in a similar

hydrologic class [1]. This process has frequently been used in order to expand visions from

well-gauged areas to ungauged or thinly gauged areas or rivers [2]. Normally, only particular

elements of the flow regime are involved (e.g. flood series). Regionalisation examinations

to forecast streamflow treatment in ungauged basins often contain a number of models of

regression established on various categories of particular hydrologic information at gauged

stations [3]. Therefore, by separating surveying areas into homogeneous classes which can

display alike hydrologic features records can be implied with more accuracy, and models of

regionalisation are established based on basin features with higher assurance [4].

Evaluating hydrological homogeneity can be applied in environmental flow valuation regard-

ing the improvement ecological sustainability for water organization. Because recent attention

concentrated on the preservation arrangement of ecosystems of freshwater for biodiversity and

hydrological homogeneity analysis at regional scale can be a valuable tool to guide organiza-

tion of streams, rivers or whole basins through characteristic of flow regimes, and biological

groups [5].

There are thee extensive groups of hydrologic category that assist to define regime of flow

likenesses between rivers: those conferring to contiguity of features of hydrologic condition,

geographic or environmental elements [6]. Geographical regions are recognized as established

upon political, managerial, river and climate boundaries [7]. The defined areas have been placed

in near geographic contiguity to one alternative, but this regularly cannot guarantee that the

areas would be hydrological homogenous.

Another method which is described is grouping areas based on elements of environment that

are supposed to make alike hydrological reactions largely. This shows a reasonable method for

grouping hydrological features that has regular individual geographical features and illustrated

through a mosaic outline of hydrologic categories of the landscape [8].

Several physical-established (or geomorphic) categorization of rivers carried out, contain-

ing some features of climate, geology, topography [9], and also mixed hydro-geomorphic

typologies [10–12]. The categorizations are popular, however cannot reveal single hydrological

difference since they contain further broad values regarding the origins of spatial difference in

environmental features of rivers and streams [13]. To resolve these problems, defining patterns

in hydrologic character are recognised directly via methods that are established on empirically

features that can apply hydrologic metrics explaining several elements of the flow regime [14].

Therefore, hydrologic categorization systems attempt to make instruction to integrally com-

pound flow data through recognizing and distinguishing likenesses between rivers. These are

corresponding to a set of analytic hydrologic characteristics that can change spatially through
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the topography [15]. The empirical techniques for hydrologic categorization attempt to focus on

this sector.

Numerous hydrologic features are in the natural flow regime. The hydrologic features involve

the timing of severe flows, seasonal patterning of flows, and irregular flows. Also seasonal

flow in daily time step, and yearly flow changeability, the frequency, probability and period of

floods/droughts and rates of alteration is considered [16].

Therefore, the efforts in previous classification depended on excess of hydrologic metrics

which were used for flow variability features which are very important in forming ecological

and physical progressions in ecosystems [17]. A lot of these metrics verified in order to greatly

be appropriate for grouping hydrologic features. Furthermore, the features of the hydrologic

regimes can normally effected through human actions for instance river regulation through weirs,

and also it is too sensitive to global climate alteration [18, 19]. Researchers employed numerous

statistical methods and applied several hydrologic metrics in efforts to improve categorizations

of hydrologic features at different spatial scales [20]. For instance, at scales of universal or

continental the efforts, principally concentrated on particular characteristics of the hydrograph

like seasonality, flood conduct or low flow features, although local categorizations applied a

larger group of hydrologic metrics [21].

Since there is a requirement for measuring flow similarities amongst rivers and to record

their dispersal across hydrologic circumstances [2], ecologists should focus on a lot of proper

statistical methods by applying various set of protocols to manage their hydrologic categorisation

[20]. Significant efforts have been carried out to examine and improve proper methods to

hydrologic categorization throughout the last two decades. Therefore, various techniques should

be applied and single method cannot determine conventional outcome, universally.

Subsequently, most researchers should develop new statistical approach to tackle unexpected

classification problems [22]. Various hydrological homogeneity methods are used in the past in

order to attain hydrological categorisation and regionalisation. The methods contain: “hierarchi-

cal and flat clustering algorithms, self-organising maps (SOM), multivariate ordination and hard

and soft categorisation algorithms for instance fuzzy clustering and Bayesian categorization” [?].

This study reviewed the past and present several techniques available and the necessary

information and essential progressions in order to fulfil several statistical hypothesis and re-

quirements. Also this paper employed a protocol for categorisation that can solve troubles of

data quality and commensurability and selection of categorisation method and assessment of

consequences. In addition, this research concentrated on run off quantities (or flood occurrences)

in order to examine regional hydrological homogeneity, since the changeability in the run off

data are fewer in contrast with other hydrological factors (like precipitation quantities). This

can happen since:

a. the changeability in precipitation quantities mostly related to time-spatial features

b. The alterations in skewness of precipitation quantities are more than run off quantities

c. the influences of climate alteration on precipitation is higher than the impact of climate

alteration on run off quantities (for instance the influence of winds are fewer on run off in

contrast with the influence of winds on precipitation).

2 Material and methods applied for hydrologic catego-

rization

The scheme of hydrologic categorization is based on allocated parameters (i.e., rivers, streams

basins) and used empirical method to categorize hydrological features in order to rise the likeness

amongst members of each class and decline the likeness amongst classes [24]. Subsequently,

there are several paths to distinguish magnitude and changeability of flow, thus examining

hydrologic metrics applying several techniques which have applicable processes in order to

identify likenesses or alterations amongst given streams and rivers [2]. There are various

methods in order to distinguish classes of river and arrange them into a categorization of

hydrologic features [25]. The methods are also differ in output possessions like understanding

the groups are hierarchical or flat, recognizing boundaries amongst groups are difficult (i.e.,

defined) or soft (i.e., fuzzy), and understanding the ability of rivers that may fit to one or extra

classes (explained in detail below).

A significant trouble met when applying cluster examination for hydrologic categorisation

is the plethora of numerous connection algorithms and distance processes accessible [26].

Unfortunately, several clustering methods used to the similar groups of data can regularly make

configurations that are considerably dissimilar [27]. This happen as a result of the selection of

a clustering technique indirectly inflicts a configuration on the population and is often equal

to describing a configuration [28]. Thus, the selection of statistical method used in hydrologic
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classification is significant. So, this paper makes a review of various approaches that can apply

to improve classifications of hydrologic features in the past, and also explains alterations among

difficult versus soft categorizations.

2.1 Hierarchical and flat clustering algorithms

Both hierarchical and flat clustering algorithms can apply to improve hydrologic categoriza-

tions. Hierarchical clustering progresses repeating through either mixing minor clusters into

greater ones (agglomerative), or through severe greater clusters to minor ones (divisive) to make

a categorization of groups normally displayed as a “dendrogram” of clusters (a dendrogram is

a tree diagram regularly can apply to explain the organization of the clusters created through

hierarchical clustering). Flat clustering methods recognize clusters of equal distinction, and

therefore cannot be characterized in a hierarchy. Particular algorithms can be adjusted to make

hierarchical or flat categorizations.

Latt et al. [3] presents a great overview from a statistical viewpoint. Chuan et al. [29] define

eight popular algorithms in order to make suitable hierarchical clustering of rivers in regards to

their flow regimes:

(1) single connection or adjacent neighbor;

(2) comprehensive connection or farthest away neighbor;

(3) average connection (UPGMA);

(4) biased average connection;

(5) centroid;

(6) median or biased pair-group centroid;

(7) density or k-connection;

(8) Ward’s algorithm.

The k-means algorithm can be used in discordant clustering method for non-hierarchical

categorization. The algorithm categorizes cases regarding to Euclidian distance from preliminary,

arbitrarily selected cluster centres of a prearranged number. Hence, it repeatedly re-describe

cluster centres by way of the averages of the items in the newest cluster, until cases no lengthier

alter membership. The technique can be proficient for countless datasets, and usually outcomes

are sufficient, even though bias of the primary cluster centroids should examine. Hierarchical

and flat clustering techniques may apply together to develop hydrologic categorisation (called

hybrid clustering). For instance, Chuan et al. [29] employed a partitioned clustering progression

in order to distinguish groups of alike catchments through improving the clusters obtained

from “agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms” applying the k-means algorithm. Also,

Belletti et al. [30] examined outputs of a hierarchical, average-connection algorithm to assist

distinguish an ideal amount of clusters for succeeding flat classification applying k-means.

Describing the number of clusters is a trouble characteristic for the whole predictable clustering

methods.

The amount of clusters for flat algorithms, should organise beforehand the arrangements of

input data has been assessed. Selection of the grade of cluster difference among level is very

difficult. Many techniques for developing the number of clusters considered in the previous

studies.

2.2 Self-organizing maps

Lin and Wang [31] applied SOM as a basis to perform cluster assessment and bias investi-

gation of hydrological elements in one step as a novel and capable technique for hydrologic

categorisation.

SOM which is related to cluster and discrimination examination (SOMCD) can create three

maps in one case in order to apply in a categorisation.

The mass and distinction maps might be used in order to allocate unidentified basins to

categorizes at one period, removing the step of post-clustering diacritical investigation for

individual unidentified basin.

In addition, the potential to explain the amount of clusters with various resolutions from the

aspect and mass maps can deliberate like the best benefit for the technique.

2.3 Multivariate ordination

Multivariate ordination approaches, comprising principal components analysis (PCA) and

main coordinate investigation, can apply to develop hydrologic categorisation. PCA can

comprise a mathematical progression which can alter an amount of associated parameters into a

(minor) amount of non-associated parameters known as “principal components”.
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The initial principal component can be used on behalf of understanding changeability in the

data and individual subsequent element can be used for the remaining changeability [32].

In several functions, the arrangement scores from a minor amount of principal components

can hold and afterward can cluster in order to distinguish rivers with parallel flow regimes.

2.4 Hard versus soft classification

Clustering algorithms are used for both hard and soft (i.e., fuzzy) categorizations. A hard

clustering technique can establish for the supposition of characteristic of vectors which may

separate into non-overlapping clusters through distinct borders amongst them. Individual char-

acteristic of vector can assign to single cluster with a grade of membership equivalent to union.

Also, a basin can categorise as a fitting to a cluster on the centre of distance (difference) amongst

the basin and the cluster centroid in the various dimensional area of features demonstrating the

flood reaction of basins.

Chuan et al. [29] have provided clear description of hard clustering algorithms in region-

alization. The most basins can be similar to various basins and thus, assigning a basin to

one area (cluster) or another possibly cannot be justified. Thus, distinguishing areas with

ambiguous boundaries amongst them are appropriate, contrasted to hard districts with clear

boundaries like in the condition of hard clustering. The fuzzy principle which comprises in-

vestiture categorisation and clustering examination is a normal approach to indicate such as

statuses.

“Fuzzy partitional clustering” permits a basin to fit to whole areas concurrently with a

particular grade of membership. The dispersal of basin membership among the fuzzy clusters

states the power with which the basin fit to given area. The information of this dispersal is

specifically valuable to recognize unclear basins. A level to highest membership principles may

use in order to develop crisp, vector-established depictions from raster, fuzzy categorizations.

Goyal and Gupta [44] showed the complicated procedure connections operating morphology of

channel and the insufficiencies of standard stream categorization approaches, fuzzy depictions

of in-stream environment display an attractive substitute.

Additional fuzzy subdivided technique is “Bayesian combination modelling”. The observed

distribution of data is simulated by means of a combination of a limited amount of element

distributions in this method, so as to distinguish the quantity of distributions, their elements,

and target memberships [45]. The method based on completely probabilistic and uncertainty

that may obviously described in regards to characteristic of data, group arrangement and

the last categorization selected. Various reasonable categorizations has been made, which

subsequently have been graded on their assessed borderline probabilities in order to choose the

most economical classification which is certified to take the maximum subsequent probability;

the probability of the model take place accurate assumed the data [45].

Table 1 shows some samples of hydrologic categorization of flow regimes. Flow regime

assigns: “magnitude (M), frequency (F), duration (D), timing (T), rate of change (R). Temporal

scale includes daily (D), monthly (M), annual (A)”. The table indicates the outcomes of the

previous studies.

Table 1 Examples of hydrologic classifications of riverine flow regimes

Scale of

Spatial
Site

Flow

Attributes

Scale of

Temporal
Method for Classification Reference

Catchment
Rhineland-Palatinate

(Germany), Wüstebach
M,F,D,T D,M,A

Principal component analysis, Hierarchical, cluster

analysis, Fuzzy model
[33] [34]

Local Queensland, Khartoum M, D,T,R D,M
Principal component analysis, agglomerative cluster

analysis
[35]

National/continental Europe, Africa, Asia, America M,T D
Principal component analysis, Hierarchical, cluster

analysis, flow regime class discriminating

[36] [37]

[38] [39]

Global M,F,D,T,R D,M,A

Two stage method: (1) primary groupings related on

areas of similar climatic conditions, Principal compo-

nent analysis, Hierarchical, cluster analysis

[40] [41]

[42] [43]

3 Results

3.1 A structure and protocol for hydrological classification

A quantitative progression should include in hydrologic categorization, clear, easy to use

for indecision and for changeability at several scales of temporal and spatial, and has ability to
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explain class boundaries and has fair class membership and enough data on the analytic hydro-

logic features of each group. Significant parameters for making the hydrological classification

is shown in the Figure 1.

Figure 1 Important approaches to hydrologic classification

Unique strategies for attaining this purpose are displayed in below:

(1) Illustrate the research aim, topographical district of concentration and aim of hydrologic

categorization

(2) Attain and calculate data of hydrologic features

a. Estimation of available discharge data (gauged against modelled data, temporal scale in

terms of daily, monthly or annual, time episode, and physical exposure).

b. Choose applicant which has established for gauges (for the data of gauged discharge).

c. If goal is to group regimes of natural flow, so choice of gauges which did not affect

by anthropogenic aspects (for example dams, withdrawal of water, land use) applying best

accessible knowledge (for example spatial outlines of land use, storage and dam site and aspects,

proficient awareness and contribution from water administrators, etc.) can be helpful.

d. Assess feature of discharge data (such as lost data, weak quality calculation recordings

that can display by quality codes) and remove gauges with lost data and inadequate gauge

recordings.

e. Prove reliability of units of discharge determination between gauges.

f. Assess accessible discharge data for temporal episode and period for individually gauge.

g. Create standards for gauges approval (i.e., smallest against fixed record duration, entirely

overlapping against moderately overlapping episode of record, episode of historical data to

comprise specific periods, like periods comprising considerable alterations in climate).

h. Assess features of topographical places of gauges to certify acceptable spatial exposure (in

order to show better climate characteristics).

i. Evaluation possible for comprising supplementary gauges can do through the items in

below, if the spatial analysis do not appear acceptability:
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• declining the approval standards.

• assessing absent data in the time series of discharge through applying linear interpolation

for small episodes, and general linear regression used for lengthier episodes, or some additional

suitable method.

Also, reducing the approval standards will decline the commensurability of gauges, and

assessing absent data can raise the amount indecision of data of flow. All the items will effect

on correctness of categorization outcomes (while some hydrologic metrics are very vulnerable

to record interval and period overlay than others).

(3) Select hydrologic metrics to involve in the categorization of hydrologic and the choice of

metrics based on research objectives. Choosing various metrics to distinguish whole aspects of

the flow regimes, or specific metrics of recognized/assumed environmental significance [2].

a. usual environmental basis: group of metrics in order to distinguish the whole flow regime.

b. particular environmental basis: individual metrics of recognized environmental significance

for particular species, society, population or environment possessions.

c. driver basis: metrics that can delicate to an ecological or human provider of importance

(e.g., climate alteration, change stream/river regulation, urban development).

d. Choice based on time-based particle of flow data.

e. Choice based on proposed software that can be applied for measuring metrics and feasible

ability of the investigator. Software preferences contain dedicated hydrologic software.

f. Choice depends on measuring statistical dismissal between metrics via single variable and

multivariate methods. The outcomes can notify inconstant choice and dimensionality decrease

if multi-collinearity between metrics need to be analyzed.

g. Without choice. Hydrologic categorization can progress using the raw discharge time

series.

(4) Calculate hydrologic metrics

a. Estimate the hydrologic metrics for individual record of flow regarding to results explained

in previous step.

b. Analyzing data records for outlet of hydrologic gauges which influenced through human

actions via:

c. Considering analytical maps and expressive statistics.

d. performing indirect investiture, mapping “ordination scores of gauges” in 2D space and

examining results of natural flows, adjusted flows, or amount of errors.

e. Calculating average daily flow in contradiction with basin region (it means stations with

minor water release than anticipated for a particular size of basin can be analyzed through water

withdrawal).

f.Remove stations in compulsory condition.

g. Reduce scale-reliance of discharge greatness metrics (if necessitated, established on goals

of the study) through normalising metrics via basin area or average of flow in daily scale.

(5) Implement the hydrologic categorization

a. Select method for statistical analysis reliant on goals of categorisation, software and skill

of an investigator.

b. Determine which hydrologic metrics can comprise in categorisation examination:

• entirely metrics of flow.

• subclass of metrics explaining individual elements of flow regime (this determination relates

to the purpose for categorisation.

• consider the whole quantity of flow metrics to a minor group of great-data, non-surplus

flow metrics.

• choice of metrics can relate to statistical hypothesis/necessities (type of data, ordinariness,

etc.) of categorisation method.

c. Determine the necessity of metric conversions/normalisations.

d. Decide on proper distance/likeness calculation.

e. Considering assessment of categorisation.

f. Explain clusters, and select some of the groups (i.e., clusters) of hydrological features,

group participation, and likelihoods of group participation.

g. Investigate categorisation consequences for deviation and abolish stations if it is essential.

(6) Explain the hydrologic categorisation

Illustrate hydrologic features of hydrologic groups, mathematically, statistically, explicitly,

and orally.

Assess geographic dispersal of station group participation (e.g., applying GIS).

Justify the categorisation simulation with applying an objective dataset comprising stations

which not comprised in the categorisation or established on a group of factors for environmental

that can illustrate individually station that can deliberate the greatest significant for modelling the

features of flow regime (specifically the consequences of a physical-established categorisation).
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According to the previous explanations and methods that mentioned above, hydrological

classification for global is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Global hydrological classification (Globalhydo Lab, 2020)

3.2 The development and application of hydrological categoriza-

tion in Australia

Previous works studied hydrological categorisation of Australian rivers at diversity of spatial

scales [35]. These performances are essential because for analysing data of hydrological feature

for non-station districts to support water organisation and water engineering projects (like dam

and bridge structures).

A number of others previous researches did not contemplate data of real daily flow, however

deliberated data for environmental features that perform as representations for discharge and

regularly simulate a restricted subclass of hydrological factors (specifically series for maximum

and minimum flows). Applying factors for hydrological features which did not apply normally

through environmentalists or which did not instantly distinguish for processes of ecological

application [35]. A few works considered the ecological aspects. Some efforts mentioned

to regionalisation instead of categorisations as the basic goal for the origin of mathematical

associations which can illustrate conduct of feature of hydrological to specify region in Australia.

3.3 Categorization at basin scale

At first, a few previous studies which have assessed eco-hydrological difference inside a

stream and in a catchment are explained as below.

Koch et al. (2016) [34] analysed a categorisation of data of discharge for different sites inside

a specific river which creates a main water supply of a specific river in downstream. In their

research, modelled daily flow data for two water supplies improvement scenarios for 73 years is

used. The scenarios were:

(1) no improvement scenario;

(2) existing water supply improvement scenario to compute flow statistics and focus on the

most significant aspects of the flow regime for three time-based scales.

A specific matrix can use for categorization which known as “UPGMA” and ordination

assessed with applying the Gower index which has normalises units through each parameter.

Previous normalisation for magnitude parameters (which depends on catchment area and

median daily flow) was not really suitable.

Additional correlation examination is not done earlier than multivariate evaluations in previ-

ous works, however all factors need to be analysed individually as well. The correlation usually

is among purposes and characteristics in consecration area.

Some classes of places (with modelled stations) designed through the categorisation asso-

ciated with the downstream point in an arrangement regarding to geographical alterations in

hydrological features categorisation succession for the research region.
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Though this consecutive association of flow regime and physical features can rise for the

reason that magnitude variables have not scaled to develop fundamentally dimensionless earlier

than insertion in the multivariate investigations.The collaboration amongst streamflow and

waterway geology can obtain the system principally through regard to space alteration in time of

the regime. The several sets of temporal factors relate to the time scales in several geomorphic

zones which can effect on flow regime and hydrology categorisations.

In another example, the spatial alteration in the hydrologic system of a specific river in

Australia evaluated by Jarihani et al. (2017) [46]. Nineteen years episode of daily flow

information for 26 gauges in the river basin are assessed in the study.

Gauges which have been categorised a priori, established on physical features (such as geo-

graphic characteristics, sub-drainage membership and type of the river) and a fairly concordant

outline of spatial alteration in freshwater structure. Also the study concentrated on spatial

alteration in hydrological changeability and the choice of metrics which can apply. In addition,

the study used some specific statistics parameters such as CV of daily, monthly and yearly

flows, threshold of “yearly exceedance frequency of a minimum flow”, metrics calculating

expectedness (of monthly maximum, minimum, monthly sums and ratio of up to down flows

(in daily scale) in order to understand changeability of flows through several time episodes.

Mean yearly flows did not contain in the analysis since this parameter was not normalised.

Average annual and daily flows could involve however the metrics did not normalized preceding

to examination.

Individual proper investigation of termination did not perform, however a survey of the

association amongst the region of catchment and metrics for hydrological feature proved that

among whole stations, just average yearly and daily streamflow depended to the region of

catchment. Nevertheless, inside some of the initial modelled groups, catchment area related

with up to six factors (especially with mean of annual flow). Discriminant performs analysis

(stepwise) applied to assess alteration in discharge regime for the catchment. Twelve of the

16 factors, (such as mean annual flow), fluctuated considerably among groups and so great

similarity was observed amongst flow regime and position in the catchment (100% effective

categorisation). Spatial alteration in flow regime depended on different gradients. In addition,

the changeability in minimum, maximum and mean daily flows depended on spatial alteration in

rainfall and geology. The hydrological categorisation was analysed with regard to the limitations

in changeability in flow systems examinations.

A method based on GIS maps applied in Iran in order to categorise stream-aquifer connectivity

with different spatial characteristics Naghibi et al. [47]. In their work, classification analysis for

stream-aquifer connectivity examined with respect to two important aspects:

(1) economically parameters and water allocation.

(2) ecologically factors such as environmental flow and organisation of water quality.

In addition they obtained four important parameters which effect on hydrological categorisa-

tion which includes:

(1) Water table depth: The data generated from current borehole and also relevant agencies.

(2) Sediments of stream bed: The main data generated from natural dataset for hydraulic

conductivity for soil flooded.

(3) Geology: The dataset generated from current lithology maps from relevant agencies.

(4) Geomorphology: The data generated from multi maps especially DEM maps.

The results of all the four parameters showed the connectivity index and the values categorised

in low, medium and high level. The categorisation was helpful for ecological organisation (al-

though it did not significantly improve), and also the classification was useful for understanding

groundwater/surface water interfaces [48].

Available information and the resolution (grain) of the data are the most significant parameter

which can effect the development of the method. For example in Northern Australia where

geology has not recorded greatly, so using the method will be difficult. In the Lake Eyre

basin, in order to examine hydrological classifications (include groundwater flow regimes and

characteristics), map-based GIS technique is used [49].

While several data did not mix to generate a formal categorisation for flow regimes in the

catchment, however, improvement of a simulation in order to illuminate space alteration in total

water stability was done to analyse hydrology similarities in the basin.

In Macleay Valley basin in New South Wales, a hydrological categorisation examined with

using map-based GIS technique (which combined with examinations improved for numerical

taxonomy). Also associations among basin characteristics and stream flow analysed in order to

extend the basin (from neighbours basins) Lawson et al.(2015) [50]. The hypothesis for making

the categorisation was that hydrologic similarity depended on geography likeness and rainfall

likeness significantly (however it is also depended on all available information).
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In another study [51], similarity in hydrological categorisation analysed with applying a

mixture of the “Gower and Bray Curtis” processes and the algorithm of “NEWCLAS”, so dif-

ferent analytical approaches compared. They discovered that there is considerable associations

between the mixed landscape (landscape categorised into five groups: lithology, topography,

land cover, lithology and wetland type) and rainfall patterns and several features of hydrology

for some gauged stations in the catchment, so it could validate the connection between all these

features and stream flow.

3.4 Categorization at regional scale

In the districts of South-Eastern Australia, various categorisation performed. Multivariate

techniques applied in order to spatially simulated stream flow and categorise similarity in flow

regime at the regional scale of Tasmanian Rivers (Velasco-Forero and Jolly, 2015).

In addition daily flow data applied to categorised hydrological similarity for 77 gauges inside

69 basins for duration of 15–81 years (Velasco -Forero and Jolly, 2015). In their work, greatness

variables did not create dimensionless earlier than examination and proper investigation of

redundancy did not perform.

Also principal component’s examination and regression investigation applied to estimate

the correlations between many parameters and mean of annual stream flow. Four main groups

obtained through categorisation. In addition, spatial characteristics which effect on the categori-

sation related to topography and climate. The four groups include:

• Group one showed streams that placed on the north-western coastline area of Tasmania with

average runoff values of 410 mm, and with mild of CV for annual runoff 0.52 and with skewness

of yearly flow of 0.75 and with value of 0.75 in great CVs for monthly scale. The highest and

lowest variability in low runoff was 0.66 and 1.19 and the highest and lowest variability in peak

runoff was 0.66 and 0.29.

• Group two represented streams that placed on the south-east place of the island with small

runoff values of 142 mm, and with great of CV for annual runoff 0.87 and with skewness of

yearly flow of 1.04 and with value of 0.87 in great CVs for monthly scale. The highest and

lowest variability in low runoff was 0.67 and 1.14.

• Group three displayed streams that placed on the south-western place of the island with

great runoff values of 1,347 mm, and with small of CV for annual runoff 0.23 and with skewness

of yearly flow of 0.46 and with value of 0.49 in small CVs for monthly scale. The highest and

lowest variability in low runoff was 0.67 and 0.44.

• Group four represented streams that placed on the northern coast of Tasmania with great

runoff values of 762 mm, and with small of CV for annual runoff 0.36 and with skewness of

yearly flow of 0.15 and with value of 0.65 in small CVs for monthly scale. The highest and

lowest variability in low runoff was 0.91 and 0.54. Also [52] improved the method in order to

categorise run-off in ungauged places of Victoria region and applied the results for analysing

ecological classifications. The analysis performed for 117 sub-basins in the area for daily time

series for 15 years. The results of the study also understood the effect of great climate alteration

on run-off and ecological aspects. In their work, the categorisation of run-off depended on two

main factors include:

(1) the full flow record

(2) low flow

The categorisation related to entire flow generated five groups which had homogeneous

distribution which depended on topography and climate features. However, the categorisation

related to low flow generated four groups which had significant heterogeneous distribution [53].

In addition, in order to explain the relationship between hydrological categorisation and

ecological aspects Mackay in 2014 applied multivariate techniques. Furthermore, Mackay

et al. [35] with using multivariate techniques understood the connections between physical

catchment features (include morphometric, vegetative cover, catchment area and underlying

geology) and low discharge in ungauged places of South-Eastern Australia. The study area was

small (with 250 km2) with 19 sub-catchments and the analysis performed for 17 years.

In another study, for analysing similarity in hydrological categorisation, several clustering

techniques and several variable weighting applied [54]. However, another work applied An-

drew’s curves for recognising different groups. The study did not analyse the effect of spatial

characteristics on the categorisation.

Another work performed for examining flow regime variation and making the similarity

categorisation for South-Eastern Australian (Victoria to Southern Queensland). The work

applied for 107 gauging sites for 20 years (in daily scale) [52]. The work used Gower metric of

similarity to understand alterations within the regimes of controlled and uncontrolled streams.

The results displayed that unregulated streams showed less similarity.
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Also Hydrological classification used for analyzing spatial alteration in hydrology and

relationship with ecological factors in some streamflows of the Australia [4].

The study used 15 gauges (daily data) and redundancy analysis for the hydrological categori-

sation for 20 years period. The work standardised all variables before the examination.

The study which was done by McManamay et al. (2015) [55] a matrix used the Euclidean

distance measure to categorise discharge. The matrix reached through “non-metric multidi-

mensional scaling” and class mean assembling, correspondingly. The outcomes from the study

showed several categorisations to understand differences in flashing discharge. The results

represented that flashing discharge depended on seasonal discharge in wet and dry conditions.

In the Flinders River in Northern Australia, categorisation for flow regimes established on

classification mean association cluster performed. The results showed that two main categorisa-

tions of flow found; natural and possibly modified regimes [56]. The research used the daily

discharge data from 13 gauges for 20 years.

In Fitzroy River basin in Australia, categorisation for flow regimes also established on

Euclidean distance and group mean linkage cluster performed. Also two statistical factors (CV

of yearly streamflow and CV of the frequency of non flow days could lead the spatial variation

and hydrological categorisation. Four landscape parameters include, elevation, average slope of

the catchment, average precipitation and drainage density.

Could effect on spatial alteration in CV and zero flow days was. Therefore, four hydrological

categorises found in the study:

(1) Permanent flow (the CV for this group was 0.80 and frequency of zero flow days was

0.06).

(2) Seasonal flow (the CV for this group was 0.82 and frequency of zero flow days was 0.46).

(3) Dry seasonal flow (the CV for this group was 1.24 and frequency of zero flow days was

0.68).

(4) Seasonal periodic flow (the CV for this group was 1.74 and frequency of zero flow days

was 0.86).

The study mentioned that if in one of the specific hydrologic group, two or more river gauges

allocated, so the gauges identified as anomalous without similarity in climate and geology and

flood forecasting or processes could not do properly in this condition because flood generation

progressions usually related to large-scale meteorological progressions through the whole

district.

4 Discussion

Various hydrological homogeneity method applied previously, in order to recognise hy-

drological categorization and regionalisation. The techniques comprise SOM, multivariate

ordination, hard and soft categorization algorithms for example Bayesian and fuzzy clustering

categorization and hierarchical and flat clustering algorithms.

This paper is the first work that reviewed all the previous and present various techniques

accessible and the data requirements and progressions necessary to fulfill different techniques.

This research applied a procedure for categorization which states problems concerning feature of

information and coincidence, selection of categorization technique and estimation of outcomes.

However previous works only focused on one method. For instance, Alam et al. (2016) [57]

in order to understand hydrological homogeneous zones and the relationship between the

hydrological groups with regard to the water regime and its cooperation in land use planning,

like the decline in climatic hazard in agriculture, livestock and forestry production. Their results

showed that in the groups with a minor water balance decrease agricultural yield significantly,

however in the groups with water surplus can raise the mass of crop yields and therefore

can decrease the appearance of pests and illnesses which can effect the quality of the crops,

considerably. Another research performed to categorise homogeneity of run off [58]. The

study used cluster analysis (established on the monthly run off dispersal) and recognised 25

homogeneous run off zones. The research mentioned that run-off is the significant element

that can effect on the greatest threat to agriculture, and the results of these analyses can help to

establish proper agricultural organisation for growing crops in a particular district.

In order to examine the difference among homogeneous categorisations with regard to the

stream flow regime in the Brazil (where usually average annual stream flow is higher than

2,750 mm), so Pappadà et al., (2018) [59] applied cluster examination, with Ward’s hierarchical

technique and the Euclidean distance. Their research recognised eight homogeneous categories

with alike temporal stream flow dispersal aspects and emphasised the effect of orography and

oceanic parameters for the maximum stream flow happening on the coastal area of the region.

Bharath and Srinivas (2015) [60] applied cluster analysis in order to categorise hydrologic
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parameter and recognise the highest run off regimes in Brazil. They found three different groups

include:

(1) the first group showed great decline in run off especially in the winter months in the

northern part of the region.

(2) the second group represented the highest annual run off with great homogeneity in

monthly dispersal in the south-central and eastern parts of the region.

(3) the third group displayed lower annual run off (especially low run off concentration in the

summer) south-eastern and northern parts of the region.

5 Conclusion

In this study, different techniques of hydrological homogeneity are explained and utilized in

small and greater scale categorisations of flow regime however, the whole methods related to

metric termination, extensiveness of hydrologic metrics applied, normalization of metrics and

climatological techniques. Therefore, it can show the originality in this paper.

Previously, hydrologists only focused on one method for hydrological categorisation and

analysed the effect of the categorisation on environmental aspects. For example, the previous

works performed hydrological categorisation (based on similarities in hydrologic metrics) in

ungauged basin to recognise the effect of hydrology homogeneity on ecology of an area.

However, this paper reviewed and compared various techniques for hydrology homogeneity.

Also this study showed that in large-scale area, only small group of landscape and climatic

aspects (as regionalisation parameters) can significantly effect on hydrology parameter (such as

flow regime). So, only this small group can use for predicting changeability in a hydrologic

parameter of an extreme event.

Establishing homogeneous groups for each region can allow to understand hydrological

changeability and to realise the relationship among the parameters of stream flow fluctuation,

oceanic influence, the orographic action of the region, and the regional atmospheric dynamics

given the pluviometric spatial structure of the study area. This paper allowed acceptable

application of various hydrological classification examination for understanding the interaction

among the geographic elements of climate, emphasising the character played through the further

parameters which can influence the maximum run off (or flooding) totals (especially in the

coastal watershed) and the interference of regional atmospheric dynamics in the monthly run

off dispersal.
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